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Science of LOVE

“Love is not two souls making one,
not rainbows and butterflies,
but rather a series of
chemical reactions
in the body.”
PAGE 8

SEX SURVEY RESULTS PAGES 5+7
“You filthy, filthy students.” — Lindsay Douglas, sex columnist

GET
READY
TO BONE
Bangin’ albums
PAGE 11

NEWS

Riding crops, ball
gags and handcuffs, oh my!
Best-selling book
Fifty Shades of
Grey boosts sales
in sex stores
{ PAGE 3 }

FEATURES

Tenure: work
hard, publish research and wear
tacky Hawaiian
shirts everyday
with this academic
superpower
{ PAGE 10 }

ARTS

The Art Gallery
of Calgary hosts a
new exhibit that
you won’t (and
shouldn’t) be
able to look away
from
{ PAGE 11 }

We don’t care
if you keep the lights
on or off,
but you best
be boning with the
volume cranked up

SPORTS

The most
anticipated game
of the year has
come and gone.
Tune in to catch
up on Puppy
Bowl IX.
{ PAGE 17 }

news
Books
bring us
together
“Our next reader
has a gold medal
from the Olympics,
but do you know what?
He also loves books!”

Student motions for free beer
Hub credit debated but shot down,
other bylaw changes pass
Holly Triebwasser
News Editor

The most impassioned debate
at the Students’ Association
of Mount Royal University’s
Annual General Meeting
wasn’t about the proposed
bylaw changes, but whether
or not SAMRU should buy attendees a cold one.
On Jan. 30, SAMRU held
their AGM in The Hub to discuss the latest bylaw revisions
to their agenda. Students had
the opportunity to inquire
about SAMRU bylaws before
the motion was passed, some
questioning the rational behind minor bylaw changes.
All of the motions of approval concerning their latest
bylaw revisions passed without
any objections by the students.
The highlight, and the most indepth debate of the AGM, occurred when one student decided to put forth a motion to
award $5.75 to every person in
the room for credit at The Hub.
While most of the students
cheered, a few quickly stood
up to oppose such a motion, explaining that to use
SAMRU funds for such a reason “wouldn’t be operating this
organization very well.”

In response, SAMRU president Kaylene McTavish explained that the SA already
puts a lot of money into student events like the AGM, such
as providing food for all of the
students in attendance as well
as the chance to win an iPad.
“We love student engagement, we love that you exercise your governing practices
to put a motion on the table,”
McTavish said, quickly adding:
“If you’re here to serve yourself, that’s your prerogative.”
Needless to say, after a rather long debate, the motion did
not pass.
“Well, that was fun,”
McTavish said.
Also, students questioned
where the other member of the
SAMRU executive committee
was, to which McTavish stated, “Julia Broome resigned.”
Broome resigned from her
position due to scheduling
conflicts with her classes. The
position will be filled in the interim by Michelle Dennis, who
held the position of VP external last year.

News Editor
Holly Triebwasser
newseditor@thereflector.ca

Kaity Brown
Staff Writer

What could bring an Olympic
gold medalist, an RCMP officer,
a university president and about
thirty kids all together? A love
of books and a desire for higher
learning did the trick at Calgary
Reads, a program aimed at improving children’s literacy.
A number of volunteers from
all over Calgary, including a
representative of the Calgary
Police Service, were present at
the book reading on Jan. 24 at
Richmond School.
Children were organized into
small groups with volunteers
who read stories to them. The
presentation featured two main
figures who read books to the
eager crowd — Mount Royal
University president David
Docherty, and Olympic gymnast
Kyle Shewfelt.
The president read a book
called The Amazing Book Eating
Boy, which was about a little boy
who, instead of reading books,
ate them in one bite and grew
smarter the more books he ate.
“Before long, he could do his
father’s crossword in the newspaper. He was even smarter than
his teacher at school!” Docherty
read, as children gasped in disbelief.
Calgary Reads started with
about twenty volunteers and was
involved in only three schools in
Calgary. Now it has expanded
to 90 schools in Calgary, with
around 400 dedicated and
trained volunteers who help improve the reading skills of kids
selected by those schools.
Steacy Collyer, executive director of the program, said it was
just an idea when they first began in 1998. “We recognized that
many, many schools were in need
of volunteers who would come
in and read with their children,”
Collyer said.
“But most teachers did not
have time to train their volunteers and teach them what to
do when sitting with a young
brand–new reader.”
Special volunteers who are no-

briefs
S

AIT executives
are being
criticized for large
salary increases
and performance
bonuses that have
increased their
annual pay by 26
per cent. Each
vice-president also
received a $58,
000 bonus. Current
president and CEO
Irene Lewis saw
her pay raise nine
per cent, along
with a retirement
allowance worth
$346,000.
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MRU president David Docherty volunteered to read stories
to children at Richmond School with Calgary Reads.
table figures in the community
are also able to inspire kids and
get them excited about reading.
“Our next reader has a gold
medal from the Olympics, but
do you know what? He also loves
books!” stated a teacher who introduced Shewfelt to the kids.
Shewfelt also read to the children, from a book called The
Interrupting Chicken that caused
explosions of laughter from the
kids.
Afterwards, he gave all the kids
a chance to see his gold medal
and touch it as they walked out
of the gym, with a free bag full of
books and other surprises.
At the conference, the children
were completely engaged, asking
questions, laughing and gasping
with every joke and surprise.
All kinds of volunteers are
helping the organization and
make relationships with the
children to encourage a love of

books. Through this program
there have been vast improvements. Docherty pointed out
that when it comes to reading,
it’s important that kids don’t fall
behind.
“If they can catch kids that are
falling behind now, then they can
get them caught up and reading
at the right level,” Docherty said.
“We save ourselves all kinds of
time, effort and problems later.”
Docherty explained that, due
to the university’s bachelor of education, MRU students are also
benefitting from Calgary Reads.
“We are getting our students who
will become teachers involved in
the ground level. This is part of
the curriculum,” he said.
“We need to make sure people
understand that literacy is an
important thing. For us as an institution, as a university, we obviously believe that,” Docherty
said.

O

O

n Feb 10,
Calgarians
celebrated Chinese
New Year and the
Year of the Snake.
Celebrations
took place at the
Chinese Cultural
Centre featuring the
Jing Wo Lion Dance
team with a lion and
dragon dance.

n Feb.
11, Pope
Benedict XVI
announced he
would be stepping
down at the end of
February for health
related reasons.
This is the first
time a Pope has
resigned in 600
years, since Pope
Gregory XII in 1415.

Photo courtesy: flickr.com/thePapalVisit
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BDSM:
THE REAL SHADES
Thank Fifty Shades of Grey
for the rise in rope and chains
Leah Fink
Staff Writer
Chrissi Klassen has been
working at the Little Shop of
Pleasures for almost two years,
and has seen a major shift in the
last year occur in how people
view sex stores. Two years ago,
one of the stores two locations in
Calgary was not doing well. Now
both locations are thriving.
The staff at the Little Shop of
Pleasures knows the difference is
because of Fifty Shades of Grey.
“Before Fifty Shades of Grey
came out, people considered
sex stores weird and seedy, and
places where only strange people go,” Klassen said. “There has
been a major shift. Now people
see them as something more fun
with cool stuff.”
The last book of the Fifty
Shades of Grey trilogy came
out in January, completing the
series that has become an international sensation with over 65

New degrees:
Coming soon
(hopefully)
BAJ Visser
Staff Writer

If everything goes according to
plan, Mount Royal University
will be introducing four new degrees for the Fall 2014 semester.
The University has approved
plans for new bachelor programs
in child studies, health and physical education, broadcast media
studies, and interior design.
“The University really has no
funds to create new degrees or
implement new majors, but they
can implement these things so
long as we’re using our existing
resources,” said Marc Chikinda,
dean of communication studies.
The degrees will involve transitioning current applied degrees,
university transfer degrees or
diploma programs into full fouryear baccalaureates.
Three of these degrees — child
studies, physical education and
broadcast media studies – are
proposed to be revenue neutral,
meaning no extra cost to the university, to cope with the Redford
government’s current cuts to the
post-secondary system.
However, the proposed new
bachelor of interior design studies will not be revenue neutral.

Interior design
The university believes a four-

million copies sold worldwide.
The popularity of the series has
sparked a sexual revolution and
changed the way some people
view sex stores.
The story centres around a
BDSM (Bondage, Dominance,
Submission and Masochism) relationship, and because of its extreme popularity, has introduced
a lot of people to the concept of
that lifestyle.
Klassen says she has spoken
to a lot of customers about new
products and provided a lot of
information on their use. “There
are some products that can be
dangerous, but if you know how
to use them they can be fun,” she
said.
When the trilogy’s popularity
started to rise and people were
coming in with specific questions
about items, all of Little Shop of
Pleasures employees were required to read the book to know
what sections people were referencing and some of the basic

themes, Klassen explains.
Stores that used to
mainly sell lingerie and vibrators are now making a
healthy profit on handcuffs,
floggers and blindfolds, introducing people to their
kinkier sides. These things
that used to be considered
hardcore have now become
mainstream.
If you’re interested in buying some new toys, Klassen
recommends going for quality.
“You will enjoy it much more
and it will last longer,” she said.
Klassen especially recommends
the brand Sinvention, for high
quality bondage gear, and a
lifetime warranty on all of their
leather goods.
She also mentioned that the
Fifty Shades trilogy is not a very
accurate portrayal of BDSM, and
recommended some books that
could better serve people new
to the scene, such as Screw the
Roses, Send me the Thorns: The

year program in interior design
will be feasible because it will
be the only institution offering
an accredited four-year bachelor degree for the subject in
Alberta.
“Currently we’re eight semesters, two of them work terms,
over the span of three years,”
said Helen Evans Warren, chair
of interior design and art history. “It creates a lot of stress for
our students. We are the only
accredited degree in Alberta,
but we are not considered a full
degree because of our two work
terms,” Evans Warren said.
In addition, the proposed degree
is being requested alongside an
online “bridging program” that
will offer Albertan students in
two-year diplomas in interior
design an opportunity to transfer into the third year of the new
degree at MRU.
Chad London, dean of health
and community studies, said
students in his faculty have been
requesting the ability to complete
their full four-year programs at
MRU for years.
“Our students don’t want to
come here for one or two years
and then be forced to leave to
complete their degrees,” London
said. “They want to walk across
the stage here.”

to offer a four-year broadcasting degree.
Chikinda said that adding the
two years “will allow us to add
in some additional courses in
theory, intercultural communications, diversity studies, and the
business of broadcasting.”
Students entering the current
broadcasting diploma will have
an option of transitioning into
the full bachelor’s program when
it is implemented. However, to
help fund the transformation of
the two-year program into a fouryear program, total intake into
broadcasting is proposed to decrease from the current 50 to 35.

Broadcast
media studies
Proposed new major within the
existing bachelor of communication studies will offer MRU
the distinction of being the only
Canadian institution west of
Ryerson University in Toronto

Illustration: ©iStock.com/07_av

Romance and Sexual Sorcery of
Sadomasochism by Philip Miller
and Molly Devon, which she describes as one of the more definitive guides to learning about
BDSM, and Two Knotty Boys
Showing You the Ropes: A Stepby-Step, Illustrated Guide for
Tying Sensual and Decorative

in the applied child studies degree into the new full bachelors
program.
“It gives our students the added value of a full degree, allowing
them to go on to graduate school
or professional school without
question,” London said.
The proposed new degree will
also allow diploma students in
child and youth care counseling

Rope Bondage by Two Knotty
Boys.
Although author E. L. James
originally wrote the story as
Twilight fan fiction, there is no
denying it has had an impact on
many people’s sex lives.

and early learning and child care
the option of proceeding onto the
third year of the bachelor program.
The university is expecting to
hear back regarding government
approvals by the summer of this
year, with full implementation of
the degrees tentatively scheduled
for fall 2014.

Health and
physical education
The proposed bachelor of health
and physical education will
combine three of MRU’s current applied degrees within the
department of physical education and recreation studies into
a new four-program major. The
current ecotourism and outdoor leadership, and sports and
recreation management applied
degrees, along with MRU’s athletic therapy university transfer,
will be joined by a new degree
in physical literacy.
London said it would broadly prepare students for work
in health and fitness related
professions.“Of the four majors,
it will be somewhat more general
in its approach,” he said.

Child studies
The proposed bachelor of child
studies will roll current students

Stormtrooper
Peter White dressed up
to help Club N3RD
raise money for MRU student
Sam Nicholls by selling cupcakes
in Wyckham on Feb. 11.
Nicholls was diagnosed with leukemia
and recently lost her mother
in a house fire.
Photo: LIndsay Douglas
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“

EDITORIAL

This issue marks the unveiling of
our sexy new redesign courtesy of
our rockstar layout editor, Vern. He
wanted to make the paper
20% cooler. Here it is, MRU.
Don’t hate.
(puzzle page is still there, we swear)

Cheater
cheater,
chocolate
eater

”

What’s the most romantic thing
someone has done for you?
“Sad life.
I don’t have anyone.”
Nathan Pohan
Open studies
“I was brought to
the airport where my
boyfriend surprised
me with McDonalds
and a flight to
English Bay.”
Suzanne Gibson
Broadcast

“My boyfriend
met me in
Times Square
with roses.”
Roxy Trask
Open studies

“Got the kiss from the
small-town girl next
door.”
Niko Tsiras
Music

#MRU TWITTERSPHERE
@Fiascher: My prof just showed a
boob in her PowerPoint.
Guy in front of me totally has a chub
#unilife #mru

@infromthewest: Can’t believe
#mru still has a VHS library also
can’t believe I was watching
one of their tapes

@cisum589: Will I get
a coffee today? Yes.
Will I tweet about it?
Did that right now.
#mru #yyc
@m_vaniersel: There’s a guy in the
Tim Horton’s line drinking Starbucks.
REBEL YELL #MRU
@MRUlistening: How do you piss off
@UCDinos? Switch their calculators
from degree to radian mode. #Nerds
#GoCougars #MRU #CrowchildClassic
@jordansegura: Somebody go
spray the jocks in the main hall with
a fire extinguisher
#mru #cougars #stopharassingme
#idontwanttowatchyouplaysports
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Some people love Valentine’s
Day… others, not so much.
Those two categories don’t
necessarily divide down couple/
single lines, though—there are
plenty of happily coupled people
who just aren’t into all that loveydovey, corporate-sponsored, romantic crap.
But if you’d rather pretend
Valentine’s Day isn’t a thing, it
might be in your best interests to
make sure your partner feels the
same way.
AshleyMadison.com, a site devoted to helping married people
have “discreet encounters” (read:
cheating), claims that the day after 2012’s Valentine’s Day saw a
439 per cent increase in sign-ups
compared to a typical day.
According to Nigel Biderman,
the founder and CEO of Ashley
Madison, the reason for the spike
is disappointment with their
spouse’s failure to live up to their
Valentine’s expectations.
“People are disappointed by
their spouses’ lack of effort, and
they feel especially undervalued
when there is a societal expectation of romance,” Biderman told
USA Today. “Certain days of the
year act as litmus tests for many
people in relationships.”
Feeling bummed that you
didn’t get chocolates, roses and
a moonlit stroll on the beach is
hardly a legit reason for infidelity,
but Biderman makes a good point
about people using Valentine’s
as a test to see if their partner is
worthy of exclusive sexual attention.
Unfortunately for those people
(and their unsuspecting love interests), this is an absolutely ridiculous way to measure relationship success.
The date that your man-orlady-friend plans out—or the
items they buy you—on an arbitrary day has nothing whatsoever
to do with their feelings for you
or the potential longevity of your
relationship.
But, if you actually feel justified in cheating on your significant other because they didn’t
make Valentine’s Day into an
avalanche of mushy, saccharine,
clichéd “love,” that’s a pretty good
indication you shouldn’t have a
significant other.
So, maybe it’s not that you
should make sure your partner
doesn’t care about Valentine’s
before blowing it off, and more
that you should make sure your
partner’s whole perception of
your relationship doesn’t hinge
on your performance on one arbitrary day of the year.
And if it does, there’s always
June 2: National Break-Up Day.

Comments? Visit thereflector.ca
or in person at our
office in the basement
of Wyckham House.

features

Features Editor
Samara Hawkins
featureseditor@thereflector.ca

THE SEXY RESULTS
Lindsay Douglas
Sex Columnist

Oh Mount Royal University,
thank you for being you. Nearly
250 of you lovely students took
part is our sexy survey and gave
us some raunchy (and some notso-raunchy) results.
What I think we can learn the
most from this survey is that you
guys have gone through some
truly horrifying incidents during sex.
If you are one of these people
who has had a mortifying sexual
experience, at least you can take
solace in the fact that many of
your fellow students have had
accidental poop happen during sex, or surprise periods, or
queefing (one person described
it as “queefs-a-plenty”), or
haven’t been able to finish, or
finished too soon — you get the
idea.
At least we’re all in this disgusting mess we call sex together.
I was pleasantly surprised by
the number of virgins who came
out. I assumed that the topic of
the survey (SEX) would put off
those who haven’t had it, and
was glad to see I was wrong
about that.
Similar to the number of people who identified as virgins was
the number of people who said
they had slept with 20-plus individuals, so clearly MRU has both
the extremes of not fucking and
fucking lots of different people.
Diversity, yay!
Bravo to the eight per cent
of people who were fapping
whilst doing the survey. That is
some impressive multi-tasking.
However, those who answered
“I’m masturbating right now” on
the copies handed out on Main
Street concern me.
I hope my fellow editors did
not see things that cannot be unseen — and by that I mean dicks
and vaginas, and the people they
are attached to, getting off on
Main Street.
To the same number of people
who said they have never masturbated: come on, just try it.
Just try it one time. If you don’t
like it, fair enough, but you’ll
never know if you don’t try.
I’ve said it before and I’ll say
it again: how is someone else
supposed to make you feel good
if you don’t know how to do it
yourself?
A variety of responses came in
regarding the preferred “type” of
partner.

See SEX pg. 7
Illustration: Kaitlyn Foran
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Your Students' Association

Round
Dance

students’ association
of mount royal university

Native Student Centre
14th Anniversary

Saturday March 2 2:00 pm

Contact: Cory Cardinal, Native Student Centre Coordinator
Direct: (403) 440-7795, Fax: (403) 440-8909, nsc@samru.ca

Wyckham House Student Centre - 4825 Mount Royal Gate SW

EVERYONE WELCOME

Your Students’ Association:
Bringing you the ultimate student experience

Your Students’ Association:
Bringing you the ultimate student experience

samruBuzz

samruBuzz
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SEX from pg. 5
Manly men with beards and tattoos seem to be very popular, which
works out well because they are everywhere. Redheads were also a reoccurring theme, so clearly all this
talk of people not liking “gingers” is
bullshit, and they’re actually getting
tail left and right.
To the guy who is “a straight male
doomed to a life of being attracted
to lesbians,” I have good news for
you: you’re not attracted to lesbians, you’re attracted to who you think

lesbians are. Stop watching so much
porn, go out into the world and meet
some real women.
Thanks everyone for ruining lots of
childhood memories for me by injecting images of fucking into them. The
most popular strange place to bone
was the zoo. As if those animals don’t

already have a shitty life, now they
have to be on alert so they aren’t
caught off guard by two awkward
humans going at it.
For those planning a future zoo
romp, keep in mind that at this
point the whole place is probably
just covered with semen. Put down
a towel.
After that, children’s playgrounds
were mentioned more than once,
as well as the haunted house
at Calaway Park. Do you know
how many children have probably touched the wall your ass was
pressed against?
Somehow that location disturbed
me more than all the people screwing in and around churches and
other religious locations. That actually sounded kind of hot…
The facial question unsurprisingly got some mixed results with
everything from enthusiastic praise

to complete disgust. In my eyes
though, one response summed it up
perfectly: “It’s all fun and games until it gets in your eye and OH GOD
IT BURNS.” Can we make goggles
in the bedroom a new sexy thing?
I was also impressed (though I
shouldn’t have been) by the number of people who responded with
something along the lines of, “if the
girl was into it,” or “I’d ask the receiver if they were down.”
Consent seems like the most obvious thing in the world, yet I was still
pleased to see people who thought
of the receiver first instead of,
“yeah, heh heh right in their face!”
Although of course there were a few
answers to that effect. Can’t win ‘em
all, it seems.

For favourite finishing move, most
of you seemed confused as to what a
finishing move is, or seemed pretty
content with just cumming period.
Perhaps you people can brush up on
your Urban Dictionary and learn a
new move or two.
Some of the most creative and
mildly horrifying suggestions were:
flying the marlin, the strawberry
shortcake, and my personal favourite:
roaring like a majestic polar bear.
Keep on having awesome
weird sex MRU; we
need the material for 2014.
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NOTABLE
QUOTABLES
EMBARRASSING
“I GOT MY PERIOD RIGHT AFTER.
I COULDN’T GET HIS DOOR OPEN
AND IT WAS RUNNING FULL STREAM
DOWN MY LEG. HIS ROOMMATE
WAS USING THE SHOWER
AND I HAD TO USE PAPER TOWEL
TO CLEAN UP THE GORE.”
“MY GRANDMA CALLED ME...
AND THEN MY MOM...
AND THEN HIS MOM....
HAPPY NEW YEAR?”

STRANGEST PLACE
“CEMETERY…. ‘IT’S LIKE A PARK,
WITH LOTS OF SMOOTH ROCKS,
WITH NAMES ON THEM...’
HE SAID.”

FACIALS
“I’M SUPER PRONE TO EYE
INFECTIONS
SO ONLY IF I’M WEARING A
SNORKEL.”
“I HAVE SEVERE TROUBLES
AIMING IN GENERAL AND WHEN IT
COMES TO FACIALS IT JUST GETS SO AWFUL.”

FINISHING MOVE
“YOU HAVE TO HAVE A MOVE TO FINISH?
I JUST PULL OUT AND BOOM GOES THE DYNAMITE.”
“THE FAKE-OUT: ‘I TOTALLY CAME TWICE, YOU’RE AMAZING.’ “

MASTER OF
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

Need a change?
An information session for anyone
who has ever considered a full time MBA
Saturday, March 2, 2013
11 -1 pm
RGO Room
Scurfield Hall, University of Calgary
Light Lunch
RSVP micheline.campanaro@haskayne.ucalgary.ca

HASKAYNE.UCALGARY.CA/MBA

T
S
E
V
IN in
YOU
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Science of LOVE
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Move over Disney,
this is chemistry!

Albina Khouzina
Staff Writer

Butterflies in your stomach,
sweaty palms, the sheer excitement of being in love and finding
“the one.” It’s the stuff of love stories and every Disney movie ever
made. But what is love anyway?
Most movies portray the same
ideal: love at first sight followed
by happily ever after. That may
happen in fiction, but in reality it’s
never quite the same. Love is not
two souls making one, not rainbows and butterflies, but rather
a series of chemical reactions in
the body.
Testosterone, estrogen and dopamine are some of hormones in
the body that are the real reason
for that feeling of being on cloud

nine and in love.
There are three levels of
love: lust, attraction and attachment.

Level one: Lust

Lust is that first moment when
you meet someone you find attractive — and takes less than
seven seconds.
Those are not butterflies you
feel in your stomach, but instead a
rush of adrenaline from the adrenal glands located on top of your
kidneys. Adrenaline is the reason
you feel excitement, increased
heart rate and sweaty palms at the
beginning of a new crush.

Level two: Attraction

The second stage has to do with
attraction and is where our bodies’ “happy hormones” — dopamine and serotonin — kick in.
Attraction can be very power-

samru.ca

ful, and is also referred to as the
honeymoon stage because these
hormones help create a kind of
utopian feeling when you are near
the other person.
The increased levels of dopamine during the second phase
usually have beneficial symptoms
of increased energy and less need
for food and sleep, according to
Dr. Helen Fisher, author of Why
We Love: The Nature and Chemistry
of Romantic Love.
Higher dopamine levels make
your body react the same way as it
would on cocaine and can cause a
similar withdrawal when the love
is gone.
Serotonin is your brain’s other
happiness hormone, and it keeps
you always thinking of your new
love. All the hormones work together to make you feel happy,
high and wanting to see more of
the person.
During the first two stages, the

brain will also work to make the
person look perfect by purposely
ignoring your sweetheart’s unattractive traits.
The early stages of love will alter your state of mind and that’s
the reason it can be so addictive
and alluring.
It is the second stage that gets
talked about the most, the happy
romantic love, but this part of the
relationship only lasts between six
and 18 months, which explains
why many couples break up after
all the hormones level out.

Level three:
Attachment

Attachment is the third stage of
love, when all the hormones have
subsided, and making it through
the intoxicating romantic stage of
the relationship is a good sign of
a lasting bond.
In attachment, the happy hor-

samru.ca

mones are not as high as they used
to be, but the brain starts producing other hormones called oxytocin and vasopressin, the “cuddle”
hormones.
Unlike the second stage, oxytocin and vasopressin cause the
couple to stay together and make
it last. It is a vital stage of any relationship, and is similar to the bond
between parents and children on
a chemical level.
Love is not what movies make
it out to be. It is not as simple as
love at first sight and then walking
into the sunset. It is a physical and
psychological reaction that is produced and consumed by the brain.
Your brain makes you love sick,
and can cause you “heartache.”
The hormones you need to survive can also trick your body into
doing some crazy stuff, all in the
name of love.
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The arrogance
of hope
Christianity perpetuates
the hazardous myth of
progress

James Wilt

Faith Columnist
It’s not depression. At least, I
don’t think it is. There’s no denying that my emotional state as of
late has exhibited a few symptoms
that point towards some clinical
problem — constant melancholy,
feelings of hopelessness, a lack of
concentration — but I’m almost
certain that it’s not a psychological issue.
I’d describe it as more of a lingering sadness: one that comes
from looking around at world
and realizing that the future of
the planet we inhabit is looking
pretty dark.
Perhaps it’s that I’m awakening to the reality that the world
as we know it might not exist in a
handful of generations. As Robert
Jensen argued in a recent column
for Truthout, “We are all apocalyptic now, or at least we should be, if
we are rational.”
Our land is dying. Forests are
being leveled, oceans defiled,
our air polluted and ground constantly rocked with explosions
from fracking.
Aboriginal peoples are trying
to remind us of the earth’s fragility with the breathtaking Idle
No More movement. Politicians
ignore them. Instead, we try to
convince ourselves that the rising
temperatures and odd weather
patterns are natural.
Neo-liberalism has consumed
our way of being. Profit is all that
matters. Jobs are cut, stock prices
rise. Unions are busted, the elites
prosper. Global South countries
take out loans from the IMF, resistance to vulturous multi-national
corporations plummet. Liberty,
equality and fraternity have taken a backseat to quarterly reports
and high-frequency trading.
This is not how it should be.
Christianity is a large part of humanity’s complacency. It sounds
overly simple — perhaps even
offensive — to blame a tribal religion with the decay of our species.
But the “myth of human progress,” to quote the brilliant Chris
Hedges, is heavily propagated
through the religion.
Christianity, through the promise of Jesus Christ’s return, has
created a narrative that suggests
we’re ultimately heading in the
right direction.
RELEVANT, an evangelical
Christian magazine that I used
to devour, published an article

about heaven, stating that “Jesus
thought heaven had just now begun to grow here, had just now
begun to reclaim all the places
that had been neglected.”
That sounds pleasant enough.
But what if it’s all horseshit? What
if the remaining sites of heaven
are being slowly wiped out by
corporate greed and destructive
militarism?
The theory goes that this Christ
fellow arrived a few thousand
years ago, told and showed us
how to love, and just happened to
inject some sort of magic mustard
seed that would redeem this broken world. No strings attached,
really. Some 2 billion people have
bought into the myth; of course,
it’s more complicated than this,
but there’s no time to dissect eschatology and end-of-the-world
theories.
So there are a fair number of
people across the globe, including
many legislators in government,
who believe things will just get
better. Climate change, corporate
personhood and out-of-control
banks are all problems, sure, but
it’s eventually going to get better.
Jesus said so, or at least the dude
who wrote his words down 70
years after the fact thought so.
But in reality, the world as we
know it is almost over. We’ve
been treating both humans and
our ecosystem as tools for profit,
and the system’s failing because
neither of those things are sustainable commodities. Jensen
might have said it the best: “To
think apocalyptically is not to
give up on ourselves, but only to
give up on the arrogant stories —
religious and secular — that we
modern humans have been telling about ourselves.”
We need to snap out of this
progress-obsessed trance that
we’re caught in, and realize that
at this point it’s all looking downhill from here.
To quote the terrific band
Godspeed You! Black Emperor,
“We’re trapped in the belly of
this horrible machine/And the
machine is bleeding to death.”
Christianity needs to realize this,
quickly, and help change our collective course.

Photo courtesy: flickr.com/Evolve Love

Society as we know it is pretty much over. As Robert Jensen brilliantly put it, “either we
begin to build a different world, or there will be no world capable of sustaining a large-scale
human presence.”
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Academic
superpower?
Understanding tenure and
why your teacher
can’t be fired

TENURE GIVES
PROFESSORS
THE FREEDOM
TO SPEAK AND WRITE
WITHOUT BEING SILENCED
Photo: Albina Khouzina

Manuel Mertin (above) is the new provost and vice-president, academic at MRU.

Albina Khouzina
Staff Writer

Being a professor is not easy. It
can have its uncertainties, but
getting tenure is an honour and
achievement for any teacher.
Tenure is a term used to describe
a senior level professor and is essentially the best job security in
the academic world.
Most professors will strive for
tenure, and it is something to
look towards when they start
working for a university. It is the
gold standard of teaching.
“Tenure has given me the freedom to speak and write. I can

speak freely in class,” said David
Taras, a professor in the faculty
of communications.
“I can do my research and
write freely and I can express
myself in ways that are honest,
and so it relieves the pressure
that might come from big corporations or governments to silence
professors.”
Getting tenure varies between universities throughout
the country. At Mount Royal
University, it will typically take
either three or five years and is
mostly weighted on published
research.
An employee who fulfills all
the expectations that a universi-

ty has of a faculty member , will
make a good candidate for tenure Manuel Mertin, the provost
and vice-president, academic at
Mount Royal University said.
Mertin took over the position
at the start of the school year —
he was previously the dean of the
faculty of arts for 10 years, and
is now responsible for deciding
which candidates receive the illustrious title.
Although teaching is an important part, tenure relies on more
than just teaching; you have to
fill certain requirements set by
the university. The important
part with most universities is
published research in your field

of work, which takes a lot of selfdiscipline to accomplish.
MRU is currently shifting between two tenure systems, from
the old college system that took
only three years to the new fiveyear system starting this year,
Mertin said. With the previous
tenure requirements the candidates only had to show the potential for research, while with
five-year tenure a lot more focus
is put on published work.
Professors coming from different institutions who have started
the tenure process, can bring up
to two years to Mount Royal
without having to start the process all over again.

JOIN US SUNDAY APRIL 14 FOR THE

Getting tenure is challenging
— it takes years to complete —
but once a professor does, they
have it and don’t have to worry
about losing their job or benefits
until they choose to retire.
Tenure is the ultimate job security in a profession, but that is
not true if the information that
was provided during the application is fraudulent. It also does
not mean that a prof can do
whatever they want; they can
still be fired if cause de facto is
provided.
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Best
albums
for
boning
Because a silent
bedroom is an
unhappy bedroom

HOWEVER CAUGHT
UP YOU MAY BE
IN THIS STRANGE,
ABSTRACT CONCEPT
OF “LOVE,”
DON’T NEGLECT THE
NON-ABSTRACT
CONCEPT OF
“BONING”
As Feb. 14 approaches, most gear
up to commemorate the martyrdom of the late Roman Saint
Valentinus. The rest of us celebrate in the jolly festivities of the
pagan equivalent, Lupercalia, savoring the salt-cakes while watching the sacrificial offering of a dog
and a goat.
Hell, who are we kidding? Feb.
14 is Valentine’s Day for optimists,
Singles Awareness Day for cynics who think they are witty and
Thursday for the rest of us, at least
in 2013.
As you relish any long-honoured traditions, don’t forget the
most important one. However
caught up you may be in this
strange abstract concept of “love,”
don’t neglect to provide for the often gratuitously non-abstract concept of “boning.”
No, not corsets or osteology.
This is an article about doing the
dirty, the bad boogey, the dance of
the mattress jig.
It just wouldn’t be a dance if
there wasn’t a great accompanying soundtrack, and for that
you’ve come to the right place. The
Reflector has the most aphrodisiacical playlist for all you frisky fuck-

ers. The sexy jukebox selections
are split into a variety of scenarios,
so you should have no problem
finding some more worth listening to than another faked orgasm.

We’re in love and it’s
profoundly romantic

As a couple with an imminent
fear of clichés, you want your
love-making time to be free of the
hyperbolic pillow talk millions of
others have already said to their
lovers. In fact, this fear is so ballsdeep, you’d rather not have to
deal with lyrics you or your partner can even understand, or relate
to, or throw together in a mix CD
that no one else even thought of
making (spoiler: they already
made it).
Rest assured that unless you
understand Icelandic, Sigur Rós
has just what you need in Ágætis
byrjun. Bumping uglies will feel
far more awe-inspiring when you
aren’t burdened with trying to
express the depth of your rites of
Venus via the English language.
In fact, frontman Jón Þór
“Jónsi” Birgisson recognizes your
need to have more than your run-

Nathan Ross
Arts Editor

Martine Balcaen
Photo: Katie Wotherspoon

of-the-mill album to express your
sex with, and plays his guitar with
the bow of a cello. If that won’t
make you swoon in the sheets, it’s
out of our hands.
Other suggestions: Swarms
– Old Raves End, Slowdive –
Souvlaki, Ef – Give Me Beauty or
Give Me Death!

Making love like
you’re Johnny Bravo

Wooaaah, Momma. You want to
be smooth like butter. You’ve had
this picture in your mind on how
everything is going to go, and
that’s a fine picture you’ve been
working on since you hit puberty.
As long as they are breathing,
you’ve got an angle. With your
thick charm, nothing will get in
your way of panties and briefs
hitting the floor like there’s no tomorrow. But how can they be assured of your romantic prowess to
the bedroom? This year, slather
on the R&B like it’s the only lubricant in a desert of desperately
willing camels.
They may not understand the
meaning behind the trail of rose
petals and the 80 scented fire haz-

Staff Writer

ards you’ve
set out for the occasion, but the
message will be received when
they hear you tear one off as The
Weeknd’s Trilogy shakes the windows.
Hell, you’re bold, right? Pull
off a night with Marvin Gaye’s
Let’s Get It On and forever cement
yourself as “that guy” or “that gal.”
Don’t worry - it’s worth it - no matter what anyone else says or how
much fun the rest of the world is
having at your expense.
Other suggestions: George
Michael – Careless Whisper; Barry
White – Literally anything Barry
White has recorded.

We’re having sex and
it’s really awesome!

You two are partners in crime.
You don’t go on dates, you go on
adventures, because dates are for
people in lame movies.
When it comes to taking the
skin boat to clam town (or having a clam town meeting or a skin
boat regatta, however you rock),
wasting time Brazilian-waxing
poetic isn’t your thing. Every flesh
session must also be an adventure,

with an exposition, a rising action
and a climax.
Okay, you probably already
know how those three work, because you’d still be stuck on Plenty
of Fish if you didn’t. But do you
have a finishing move? Hometown
heroes The Dudes always have a
finishing move, and if you deem
yourself worthy, these sexual
shamans will lead you through a
guided meat-itation to find your
finishing move.
Throw on Blood Cuts Bruises
Guts because that was the album
they built their name off of, just
like this will be the sex that your
partner remembers forever.
Other suggestions: Fang Island
– Fang Island; Japandroids –
Celebration Rock

Musical maintenance

Having music play while you’re
ringing your sex gong is a nice
feature that more couples should
be taking advantage of. You’re getting stimulated all over, so you might
as well give your ear drums a good
pounding and get the full deal.

See BONING, PAGE 13
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Stuck in a
dating rut?

Here, have some impressive ideas
(no need to thank us)

Nathan Ross

you’ll either wish you could relate to or hate yourself for doing
so.

If the phrase “date night” for
you means arguing over what to
do, doing the same thing as last
week, or staying in because it is
easier, it sounds like you need a
jump start to your evening extracurricular events.
Calgary is a fun city to be adventurous in. You can try out
an incredible variety of dates
that give you options from the
first time around to your anniversary date. Find that special
someone and trot them over
to any one of these places for a
guaranteed night on the town
that you’ll be glad you tried, regardless of how it finishes.

Glenbow Museum

Arts Editor

Photo Illustration: Nathan Ross

Having a couple of these in your hand should make your date
night go better than tickets to Warm Bodies.

The Loose Moose

Time is running out,
but it’s not too late.
Do you have the work experience and
personal connections to help you get your
dream job? No?

For a first date, throw a twist
on your boring dinner and a
movie and make it dinner and
the Loose Moose.
It’s a great way to break the
ice because you can show your
date that you have a great sense
of humour, which is a good
thing to flaunt if you’ve got it.
If you don’t, you can at least
show that you know when other
people are funny, and are good
at fitting in. That is also an admirable quality.
The shows there cost less
than a movie. You’ll feel like
you got your money’s worth and
your likelihood of date success
is way higher than going to see
another awful date movie that

An underrated place for a pleasant date is Calgary’s art staple,
the Glenbow Museum. Most
people haven’t been since a field
trip in elementary school and
are missing out seeing what it
is like through adult eyes.
There are four main collections you can lose yourself, or
each other, in for hours. These
include the Museum, Art,
Library and Archives collection
because you can learn about history while learning about each
other as well.
The current exhibits feature
a look at Alberta through the
eyes of recording artist Corb
Lund, a stellar display of street
photography, and coming up
soon will be Made In Calgary.
It’s totally worth the price of two
for admission for a fun day of
learning. After all, brainy is the
new sexy.

Ironwood
Stage & Grill

If you’re looking for some
live music, take a chance and
head down to the Ironwood in
Inglewood. You will get to have
a nice sit-down meal and listen
to the world-class artists the
Ironwood is known for bringing in, as their stage is full every
single night.
The Ironwood is easier than

most venues for a date because
you won’t be crammed around
strangers while you wait for
acts. On top of that, you won’t
have to debate whether to save
your spot or go get a beer. It’s
the ideal live music date.
With the Ironwood, make
sure that you book your tickets in advance as they will sell
out, and you won’t look all that
impressive if you show up and
the door and get turned away.
Forgetting to make reservations
and ending up ruining date
night is a tired cliché, but this
is the biggest place that it will
haunt you.

Gamer Sundays
at Dickens

Finally, get your nerd culture
on and head down to Dickens
Pub on a Sunday and treat your
date to Gamer Sundays.
Whether it’s on the console or
the extensive collection of board
games they have behind the bar,
your world becomes an endless
opportunities of games which
are a perfect flirting platform. It
works doubly well as a first date,
as it gives you something to do
instead of struggling to find the
conversation starter that will get
things rolling.
Best of all, the games are included free of charge so you can
keep on coming back for more
without breaking the budget.

Land a part-time, flexible internship with
the Serving Communities Internship Program
- kickstart your career, plus receive a $1000
bursary from the Government of Alberta!
Unlike other internships, SCiP interns don’t
get stuck getting coffee. Instead, they work
on high-level initiatives like developing
strategies, or running programs with nonprofit
organizations.

Sign up today.

Visit joinscip.ca
SCiP is a program of Volunteer Alberta,
funded by the Government of Alberta.
volunteeralberta.ab.ca
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Reading break reads
Take a look, it’s in a book
The Magicians more than that. Though he’s 17,
Lev Grossman

It’s Harry Potter goes to Narnia,
but with sex and swearing. That’s
what I say when I’m trying to coerce someone into reading The
Magicians. It is one of my alltime favourites and I know many
people who would love it, so I say
it a lot. But I have a confession
to make: I’ve been lying to you,
friends. The Magicians is so much

The Great
Gatsby
F. Scott
Fitzgerald

The Great Gatsby, the classic novel written by F. Scott Fitzgerald,
is a quick and entertaining read
that could be finished in a matter
of days. It would also be a good
idea to read in preparation for
the movie version, which is set to
be in theatres on May 10, featuring the ever-dashing Leonardo
DiCaprio as Jay Gatsby. Set in
New York in the summer of 1922,
the novel follows the protagonist,
Nick Carraway, who moves into
a house next to the mysterious
Jay Gatsby, a man who lives in
a giant mansion and throws extravagant parties every weekend.
Nick follows the complicated love
triangles between Gatsby, Daisy

The
Hitchhiker’s
Guide to the
Galaxy
Douglas Adams

Many mediocre movies are born
from great books. However, the
roots of The Hitchhiker’s Guide
to the Galaxy stretch way before
its novelization. Originally a
radio show for BBC, one of the
contributors loved the idea so
much he made a book out of it.
That was the beginning of the
legacy that was Douglas Adams.
It follows the adventures of
Arthur Dent, who not only had
his house bulldozed but later
in the same day witnessed the
destruction of his home planet,
Earth. He eventually ends up
on a ship with Ford Prefect,
his best friend on Earth who

Quentin Coldwater is still obsessed
with a series of children’s books
about siblings who travel to the
magical land of Fillory and rule it
as kings and queens. He longs for
magic to be real, or to find a gateway to a secret world. His fantasies come true when he’s whisked
away to Brakebills College of
Magic to be educated as a magician. Quentin has everything he’s
always wanted, including friends
and a girlfriend, but he’s not happy. The genius of The Magicians is
that author Lev Grossman created
a fantasy world based on tropes
that his characters are actually

Buchanan — Nick’s cousin whom
Gatsby is in love with — and Tom
Buchanan, her husband. It also
follows the relationship between
Tom and the woman he is having
an affair with, Myrtle Wilson,
and her husband George. These
interactions are all observed by
the narrator Nick, who tries not
to get involved, while setting
up meetings between Daisy
and Gatsby. The beauty of this
novel is not the secretive Jay
Gatsby or the ditziness of Daisy,
but Fitzgerald’s writing. The
portrayal of the American jazz
age is poignant and beautiful, as
well as his descriptions of scenes
as simple as a wind blowing
through a room, ruffling the
women’s dresses. Needless to say,
this book is a classic and a must
read, if not for the sheer beauty
of Fitzgerald’s writing, but so you
can go see the movie in May and
understand what’s going on.

— Holly Triebwasser

aware of. The young magicians of
Brakebills grew up reading Harry
Potter and other fantasy books,
so they have certain expectations
about how magic school and magic itself will work that aren’t necessarily accurate. For one, there’s
no Voldemort, or Sauron or any
discernible purpose to Quentin’s
life at all, which he find extremely
frustrating. Life with magic seems
almost more directionless than life
without it. Then, Quentin and his
friends find their way in to Fillory.

— Rachael Frey

One thing to be wary of is that
you don’t fall into the same, repetitive motion that a lot of songs
with steady beats do. Thrusting,
oral sex, foreplay, you name it
— it will be a lot more fun if you
don’t know what’s going to happen next.
With that in mind, if you have
a background that is frequently
changing pace and rhythm, it can
be the perfect backdrop for you
to get groovy to. Try throwing
on Rush’s 2112 to make Canada’s
prog-fathers proud, and keep the
changes and surprises coming all
night long.
Other suggestions: King
Crimson – In the Court of the
Crimson King; The Mars Volta –
De-Loused in the Comatorium

Even bad sex is
good, right?

ing to convince yourself that it
is better than no sex at all. Still,
your heart isn’t into it as you go
through all the motions with the
steady rhythm of a metronome.
We’re not here to judge. Maybe
exams are coming up and you
don’t want the stress of any major changes in your life. Maybe
it was only the thrill of sex that
made it interesting before, but
now you two know every part of
each other’s bodies and just can’t
be bothered. Long-term probably
isn’t your forte.
Once in a while you might
throw in a surprise to the flesh
supper, but even that’s pressing
it. Sounds like you need an album
that reflects how much you want
to get by doing the same thing
over, especially if you can find out
a way to win over your partner
with minimal effort.
Clearly, the only album for you
is Babel by Mumford & Sons.

Sometimes, you fall into a routine where sex just becomes part
of it. The passion is all but gone,
but for some reason you keep try-

BRENTWOOD VILLAGE
DENTAL CLINIC

We are the only MRU
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more than just
cleanings for MRU
students

DR. RONDA SALLOUM, DR. CHRISTOPHER ORR, DR. AMREESH KHANNA,
DR. AMIT PATEL, DR. NIKOLA VRANJES, DR. REKHA PARAJULI, DR. ALANA CARTWRIGHT

GENERAL DENTISTRY PRACTICE
actually turns out to be an
alien; Tricia McMillan, who
turned him down at a party a
few weeks back; and Zaphod
Beeblebrox, who is simultaneously President of the Universe
and a fugitive. Throughout the
entire thing, Arthur is continually trying to get a handle
on things, usually with great
comedic effect. The blend of
comedy and science fiction in
such a rare harmony is why The
Hitchhiker’s Guide to the Galaxy
has become such a classic. And
if you finish it early into reading
week, don’t fret! It eventually
expanded to become a trilogy
in five parts (if you don’t count
Eoin Colfer’s sixth addition,
which many find blasphemous).

— Nathan Ross

Mount Royal students
enrolled in the SAMRU
health and dental plan are
covered at Brentwood
Village Dental Clinic
100%
70%
70%

Exams, first cleanings
and fillings
Root canals
Additional cleanings

We extract wisdom teeth
in our office
Ask about our whitening program.

NO NEED TO PAY UP
FRONT FOR COVERED
SERVICES

We bill student’s
insurance directly
We directly bill most insurance
companies even if you’re not
covered by SAMRU’s student
insurance plan
Conveniently located in the
Brentwood Village Mall close to the Brentwood and University C-Train Stations

Monday - Friday 8 am - 9 pm Saturday 8 am - 6 pm

3630 Brentwood Road NW 403-210-5050
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Gallery
tackles
rape
Off the Beaten Path a
hard-hitting exhibit
that forces you to feel
Logan Pollon
Staff Writer

Don’t let any outspoken
Republican senators fool you,
rape is a horrible thing. It is an
intolerable act that has caused all
kinds of damage and turmoil to
victims for the rest of their lives.
For most, when we feel pain,
suffering, anguish and turmoil,
the natural response it to close
our eyes and separate from the
discomfort.
The Art Gallery of Calgary’s
exhibition, Off the Beaten Path:
Violence, Women and Art, has
another idea, as it forces us to
open our eyes to witness and feel
the hardships faced by women
around the world.
Disturbing as the exhibit is, it

Photo courtesy: the Art Gallery of Calgary

is an eye-opening display which
should make people realize that
if they feel uncomfortable looking at the art, they can have no
grasp on the overwhelming effects of being a victim of genderbased violence.
Alison Anderson, coordinator
of visitor services at the Gallery,
has strong feelings about hosting
Off the Beaten Path.
“A show of this calibre is awesome to have here,” Anderson
said. “We’re excited to have a
show that’s going to make people
feel impacted. It’s not just aesthetically pleasing.”
When asked what the gallery
hopes to accomplish with the
exhibition, she said the intent is
to “create awareness of violence
against women and how it can
take different forms. We hope
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to make people aware and get
people active about it.”
Upon entering the main gallery, the first piece you’ll notice
is hanging installation of three
giant brooms and the accompanying video piece by Susan
Plum, called Luz y Solidaridad,
which is about the missing women of Juarez, Mexico.
The brooms mimic the image of ponytails, and it forces
the viewer to ponder the roles
which oppress women around
the world.
Across from it is a photograph
by Hatoum Mona labelled Over
My Dead Body. A woman with
an overdramatically stern expression stares at the plastic
soldier on her nose who has his
gun raised at her.
The whimsicalness and vintage feel are interplayed to demonstrate the conflict between
the two characters, raising the
question of who is stating “over
my dead body”?
Downstairs in the tall gallery
are three tribute-esque pieces by Miwa Yanagi from the

For most,
when we feel pain,
suffering,
anguish
and turmoil,
the natural response
is to close our eyes
and separate from
the discomfort
“Grandmother series.” Kwanyi,
with her glowing eyes and her
vast array of books, is sure to
leave a lasting impression.
In the studio NO by Feroze
Nana, Maimuna is front and
center. It’s a white veil with red
spots put over a mannequin that
draws attention to the barbaric
ritual of bride-burning. Behind it
is an area where people are free
to write or draw on a card whatever they wish and tie it to a tree
after experiencing the exhibit.
The top gallery plays host to
Marina Ambramovic’s video
Balkan Erotic Epic: Banging the
Skull, in which a shirtless woman with hair over her face bangs
a skull between her breasts. The
sound is haunting and painful,
and it follows you wherever you
go in the room.
There is a piece by Lisa Bjorne
Linnert called Breath which includes a video and three images.
The video is of a woman making
eye contact and alternating between yelling and silence, and
the images are rayographs of
the artist breathing and scream-

ing into the paper. It sheds light
on the power and uniqueness of
each and every woman’s voice.
Listed above are just some
pieces, but there are many more
which are just incredible. The
Art Gallery of Calgary did an excellent job of highlighting each
piece placed in their usual modern squares.
The exhibition is eye-opening.
Some would say that violence
against women is a topic that we
hear about too much. The truth
is until it stops, it can’t be heard
enough.
The vast amount of locations
each artist hails from is admirable and illustrates how much of a
global issue this mistreatment is.
Entrance to the gallery doesn’t
have a fee, they only ask for a donation, so there is no reason to
not view the exhibition. It’s only
there until March 6 then it’s off
to Cape Town, South Africa, so
get there while you can.
Become aware, take action and
open your eyes.
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Two Hours Traffic

Foolish Blood

Bumstead Records

Score: B

Big changes have been going
on with Two Hours Traffic since
they dropped Territory back in
2009. They dropped guitarist
Alec O’Hanley for former band
member Andrew MacDonald.
Nathan Gill was brought in to
play bass. Joel Plaskett was
dropped as the producer. All of
these changes are clearly heard
on Foolish Blood. Gill brings a
more rhythmic bass section for
the band to work with, and the
songs are clearly are written
around that. While a couple

of songs sound a little similar
because of this, it is more of a
growing pain than a glaring issue.
Still at the front is Liam Corcoran,
who keeps Two Hours Traffic
from stalling. With all these
changes, Foolish Blood brings a
fun, rocking album that should
tease fans with what the new
band can do with more time spent
together.
— Nathan Ross

Photo: Nathan Ross

See all these wonderful people living in melodic harmony? It’d be wonderful if the audience
at every show was this great, but not all bands have the charm of Charles Bradley.

Rock out
with your
pinky out
Helpful tips to avoid being
the worst person at a concert
Nathan Ross
Arts Editor

There are a lot of things that I
hoped would have ceased to be
things by 2013. Horrible commercials, the Dairy Queen in
Wyckham House and America’s
war on common sense fall into
this category.
Unfortunately, there is a major
problem going on that only seems
to be getting worse, with no signs
of slowing down. This is an issue
that plagues people in different
ways, so it is time to start being
conscious about what’s really going here.
I am talking about concert etiquette, and the piss-poor attitude
that most fans think is acceptable
at a live show.
You know exactly what I’m talking about. People who make
concerts the kind of experience
where you want to go home and
hide under the covers and only
listen to a band in the comforts
of solitude.
The following are a few tips and
techniques you can think about
when you’re at your next show
to ensure you are not “that” guy
or girl.

First off, shut up and listen.
If you’re going to stand right in
the thick of things and talk about
how your bro totally is getting
his dick wet with this chick from
work, you are not only taking up
valuable space that is clearly hard
to come by, but you are obnoxiously clashing with the music
that is playing. No one paid to
hear you talk about how great of
a wingman you are.
Speaking of space, if you show up
late to a show, accept it.
No one likes it when they show up
for a band they love hours early
to get a great space, only to have
this group of people push right
by, saying “they are going to meet
their friend” or “they are the biggest fans ever” and “you should
really be ashamed of yourself for
being taller than me and thinking that it’s okay to even consider
standing in front of me.” Fuck off.
Next, do us all a favour and put
your phone away.
If you want to take a picture and
post it on Instagram/Facebook/
Twitter or text it to your ex to
make them jealous, go for it.
Recording the show is kind of a
dick move. The people behind
you don’t want to watch the show
through your phone screen and

have the rest of the night blocked
by your arms.
The worst is people who are on
their phone. This applies to the
first point, but it is worse when
you’re not even talking to someone at the show. If you need to
find a friend, text them. They will
likely still be able to find you.
Finally, and I thought that this
one would go without saying but
apparently not, don’t listen to
something else.
If you are wearing headphones at
a show, not only are you going to
look insufferable, but if the band
sees you, you’re going to hurt
their feelings. “Hey Ben, why is
that girl wearing headphones?
Are we not good enough? Where
did we go wrong? Man, where did
we go wrong? I just can’t keep
giving it my all after this.”
With the unfortunate reality that
most bands are going to make
most of their money at live shows,
try your best to make the show
worth everyone’s while.
I promise you, and everyone
around you, will have a better
time because of it.

Ariel Pink’s
Haunted Graffiti

Mature Themes
4AD

Score: A

Mature Themes, Ariel Pink’s
Haunted Graffiti’s ninth album,
is a very raw and charming piece
due to its low-fi nature. It’s like if
you found some mystic musical
and lyrical relic in your uncle’s
attic that has been matured like
a fine scotch. It’s a scotch that
goes down smooth. It’s floral, it’s
effervescent, it’s herbaceous, it
may even have a little petrol. The
lyrics come across well, artistic
yet insane, and at times even
oddly pervy. You can tell Ariel
Pink is intelligently guiding you.
No matter where this album
takes you and the oddities you

encounter on the way, you’ll
always feel supported. “Baby,”
a cover of a song by Donnie and
Joe Emerson that is the caboose
of the album, only fits because of
its antique feel. It’s a gift from the
past and it is arguably better than
the original, which is a statement
that can also sum up the album:
it’s better than nostalgia.

— Logan Pollon

Josh Groban

All That Echoes

143/Reprise Records

Score: A+

Josh Groban. He is perfect.
And his newest album, All That
Echoes, does not fall short.
When the sound of his beautiful,
melodious tenor hits your ears,
you’ll be writhing in your chair,
begging for more. While some of
the songs, such as the opening
track “Brave” and “Happy in My
Heartache”, have more of a pop
sound, there are still moments
that show off his amazing range,
with songs such as “She Moved
Through The Fair” and “Sincera.”
Josh’s voice is enchanting, his

music slightly reminiscent of a
Dancing With the Stars episode
– which is good if you’re in the
mood for dancing. If not, close
your eyes and pretend you’re in
Italy, or perhaps at a very nice
Italian restaurant. At any rate,
there’s no denying his amazing
vocal range. He’s Michael Buble,
but with actual talent.

— Holly Triebwasser
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Mental Distractions
Crossword
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Puzzle 1 (Easy, difficulty rating 0.40)
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Puzzle 1 (Medium, difficulty rating 0.46)
Medium

3
ACROSS
1. Classified information?
5. Big inits. in bowling
8. Study for finals
12. Like the Sabin vaccine
13. Uma’s role in “Pulp Fiction”
14. Hi-fi spinners (abbr.)
15. Indefatigable
17. Take home
18. Moon material, supposedly
20. Pea container
21. Rapscallions
22. Bishop of Rome
25. Dot follower
26. White House nickname
29. Protector
33. MGM motto word

3. “Roseanne” star
4. Surprise success
5. Change, as the Constitution
6. Catchall abbr.
7. Shape
8. Cad
9. Transfer
10. Realtor’s unit
11. AOL rival
16. Sign before Virgo
19. Madame Bovary
22. Ryder Cup org.
23. “Days of ___ Lives”
24. Deli order
25. Part of some uniforms
27. He’s a doll
28. “Evil Woman” grp.
30. British title

34. Sound booster
35. The “A” in A.D.
36. Office fill-in
38. Computer key
40. Happy-go-lucky
44. Rip
45. Get ready to ride
47. Interstate hauler
48. Jeanne d’Arc, e.g. (abbr.)
49. “To Live and Die ___”
50. Ballet bend
51. Poetic contraction
52. First family’s home
DOWN
1. Smidgen
2. Not a copy (abbr.)

31. Stalemate
32. Wood in Hollywood
37. Goosebump-raising
38. Puff ___
39. Was in front
40. Sense
41. Basketball Hall-of-Famer
Archibald
42. Fax or FedEx
43. Festive time
44. Sugar amt.
46. Slam
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Puzzle 1 (Hard, difficulty rating 0.71)
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sports
Super Bowl
roundup

Sports Editor
Todd Colin Vaughan
sportseditor@thereflector.ca

Don’t spill chili on your bro’s
white shag carpet.

Where were you for the game?
Bobby “Danger” Jones
Staff Writer

On a record setting Sunday,
the Baltimore Ravens and San
Francisco 49ers squared of in this
years Super Bowl.
In honour of New Orleans, the
“Big Easy,” I decided a party
would be the best venue to take
in this epic event.
But whether you were home sunk
into your La-Z-Boy, out at your
favorite pub, or dusting off your

Destiny Child’s album to remind
yourself that Beyonce’s body is
still too bootylicious for you, baby
— this Super Bowl had a bit of everything.
On the final day of Raven’s defensive captain Ray Lewis’ career, the
game came down to numbers, so
let’s take a look at some of those
digits.
3: The number of points it took
for the Ravens to edge out the
49ers and ruin the point spread
for sports gamblers everywhere.
2: The number of kegs at the

party I attended.
7: The total number of penalties assessed in the game.
Surprisingly quite low, as the
zebras kept their whistles tucked
away.
101: The amount of yards the
49ers’ offense outgunned the
Raven’s offensive. Despite putting
up more offensive yards than the
Ravens, the 49ers came up short.
The next two numbers explain
that.
2-6: The 49ers’ red-zone success rate. And those two lonely
touchdowns were all the 49ers’
were able to convert on.The largest stand would see Baltimore’s
defence shut down the 49ers’ offense four times from first-andgoal from seven yards outside the
Raven’s end zone.
5-6: The number of beers I did
not spill on the host’s white carpet.
2: The number of times the
49ers sacked Joe Flacco. Their inability to contain the “drop back”
pivot was costly.
1: The number of interceptions that the 49ers’ QB Colin
Kaepernick threw. Solid performance for the young QB, however that is one more turnover
than Flacco, and a first for 49er
quarterbacks playing in the Super

Bowl.
15: The number of yards on
Kaepernick’s record-setting TD
run for a quarterback in any Super
Bowl.
31: The age of the stunning
Beyonce, who showed the world
she still has it.
108: The number of yards
Jacoby Jones ran when taking the
second-half kickoff for a touchdown and claiming the longest
play in Super Bowl history.
3: The number of chefs who
showed up to the party with
home-made chili.
7: The number of tackles big, bad
Ray Lewis had in his final game as
a pro.
26: The number of ounces in the
Jagermiester bottle which was
passed around.
34: The number of minutes the
game was delayed by power outage.
84: The number of minutes the
Ravens’ offense was off the field,
a span that was prolonged by the
blackout. There is no doubt that
this lengthy delay affected the
momentum gained by the Ravens.
254: The number of minutes
the game lasted, which was the
longest in Super Bowl history.
career. 3: The number of
Ravens to catch a TD

pass thrown by MVP Joe Flacco.
11: The number of Flacco postseason touchdown passes, which
ties the NFL record. Flacco also
did not throw one pick to go with
those 11 touchdown passes. All of
these Flacco-related numbers lead
to our next large digit.
100 Million +: The amount of
cash that Flacco, who is about to
enter free agency, can likely look
forward to on his next contract.
108.4 Million: The number of
people tuned in (in USA) for the
Super Bowl. CBS News reported
the numbers make it the thirdmost watched Super Bowl and
event in U.S. TV history.
47.7 Million: The number
of social media posts about the
Super Bowl during the game.
1: The number of bowls of chili I
spilled on the white carpet.
20: The amount I spent for the
cab ride home.
2: The number of Advil I took in
the morning to nurse the hangover.
There it is, my Super Bowl roundup and testimony. A great game,
great friends and great food, all
boiled down to a few simple numbers.

mix Harry, followed by Sally, a
12-week-old dachshund/basset
mix.
Coming onto the field after
News Editor
them, Fitz, a catahoula mix — a
The most anticipated sporting pup notorious for biting the tails
event of the year, the ninth an- of other puppies.
nual Puppy Bowl, showcased on
After a rambunctious game
Animal Planet on Feb. 3, featured opener, the first touchdown of
commentary from the stars of the game was scored by Sally,
Pit Boss, Pit Bulls and Parolees, the dachshund/basset mix. Sally
Finding Bigfoot, and My Cat sped past two Japanese chins,
From Hell during an afternoon brother/sister team Simba and
of pure puppy mayhem.
Nala, to score the goal. Aurora,
PBIX began amidst the wild a 10-week-old retriever/Siberian
chants of “PUPPY! PUPPY! husky mix scored another touchPUPPY!” featuring a pre-game down soon after, stealing the ball
show by hedgehog cheerleaders from two frisky pups to make the
who strutted their stuff in bright frantic dash to the end zone.
pink tutus until the crowd was in
After an energetic first half of
a frenzy.
the game, while the puppies took
Finally, the starting line-up a break, fans got to watch the
took to the field. The first player Kitty Halftime show, which feawas 12-week-old dachshund tured a number of fuzzy pussies
in all shapes and sizes, pawing, batting
Puppy Bowl IX hit Animal Planet
and lapping their
to the roar of
way into the hearts
four-legged friends everywhere.
of all the cheering

fans.
Their performance featured
a glitter backdrop, an impressive light show, and a colorful
stage filled with toys. Clawing
to the sound of some sexy beats,
fans screamed for “KITTIES!
KITTIES! KITTIES!”
The second half of the game
saw more touchdowns by Tuck
and Eli, both German Shepherd/
pitbull mixes, and Butterscotch, a
Puerto Rican sato, yipping, snapping and pouncing their way to
the something-yard-line while
the hedgehog cheerleaders celebrated their victory with a dance.
Early favorites for PBIX’s most
valuable puppy award were Sally,
who commentators admired for
her spirited dash from Harry to
the end zone. Aurora, Eli and
Tuck were other favorites.
Ultimately, this year’s award
went to schnauzer/beagle mix
Marta, the little pooch who was
able to out-run other players
twice her size.

Raw Lewis won his first
Super Bowl on the last
professional game of his
Photo courtesy: flickr.com/keithallison

Are you ready for
some puppies?

Photo courtesy: flickr.com/Awesome Joolie

Photo courtesy: flickr.com/fritish

Holly Triebwasser
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Exit honesty
Trade deadlines more thrilling than actual games
Todd Colin Vaughan
Sports Editor

There was probably a time when
athletes never left the team that
drafted them.
When future free-agents didn’t
ball-bust the team they play for
to trade them out of town before
they leave for nothing.
When ownership groups didn’t
decide to go into cost-cutting
mode and break apart teams
right after championship runs.
It was likely in the some-what
mythical era of sports — only
recognized by baby-boomers
who relentlessly speak of the
time between 1970-1990 —
when all the major league sports
were in a boom and Ronald
Reagan was tearing down the

Berlin Wall with his bare hands
between shoots for his next
blockbuster film.
But that is, allegedly, history.
The present has a much different paradigm, where players are
free to choose where they want
to play from year to year and
loyalty between an organization
and its own players is only for the
public relation cranks.
Yes, we are now in the dystopia of future sports where the
most exciting time of the year
is not the championship or even
the playoffs. The most thrilling
time of the year in major league
sports is the trade deadline and
the draft.
Both times when players who
seven-year-olds once cheered
for are sold for pennies — sorry
nickels — on the dollar.

The story lines, as previously
mentioned, are the same. You
know, the melodrama of prima
donnas not being treated fairly in
their $15-million deals. But, the
National Basketball Association
has examples of some particularly disturbing trends.

Josh Smith

Atlanta Hawks power-forward
Josh Smith oozes with athletic
potential. Despite his penchant
to hoist bad shots from inside
the 3-point line, Smith is slated
to be the one of the most soughtafter free agents in the summer
of 2013.
And he knows it.
The Hawks started the 201213 season at a blistering pace,
but have since cooled down due

to injuries to some key reserve
players.
This cool down coincided with
rumblings from Smith about being unhappy and the suggestion
was made that Smith has indeed
asked for a trade out of Atlanta to
another contending team, which
he will likely receive before the
Feb. 21 deadline.
Most of these rumblings have
remained cordial and behind
close doors, but it nevertheless
carries the scent of disloyalty. It
is, however, very familiar to the
happenings of the 2011-12 season, where a personal friend of
Smith’s lead a much more public
circus on his way out of Orlando.

Dwight Howard

The Los Angeles Lakers’ newest

problem was the Orlando Magic’s
nightmare for the last two years.
The three-time defensive player of the year, Dwight Howard,
has transformed himself from
the anchor of a championship
team to an undisciplined, whiny
malcontent who punished his
fans in Orlando for expecting
loyalty.
Howard and his agent spent
the better part of two years sending mixed messages regarding
the center’s intentions for his
free agency. What this misinformation essentially accomplished
was a losing season in Orlando,
disillusioned and betrayed Magic
fans and an eventual trade to the
Lakers for a package no better
then a bag of basketballs and a
peach basket.
Howard used his leverage as a
superstar to bogart his way out of
town and is now currently facing
the much heavier media scrutiny
of Hollywood, which is far more
punitive to athletes who are acting juvenile. This is likely poetic
justice for Magic fans and a bag
of shit for Lakers fans.

Why is this happening?

The point of these two issues is
that from the trade deadline to
the draft, the fan-bases of NBA
teams are being held captive by
whoever the particular marquee
free agent will be the following
summer.
The dastardliest ploy of these
athletes is the sad faces they
show in the post-game media
when they feel they are being
mistreated by their employers.
Maybe it started with Lebron
James and the decision to abandon Cleveland and join the
Miami Heat. Maybe it was when
Shaquille O’Neal left the Magic
in the ‘90s for the bright lights
of Hollywood. Or maybe it was
when Peter Pocklington sold
Wayne Gretzky to the NHL’s Los
Angeles Kings in the ‘80s and
Edmonton subsequently died as
a city.
The point is that you can’t expect to turn on the television, or
drive to the game, and see your
favourite players anymore. They
already have found their way
elsewhere.
But we, the fans, remain. The
only loyalty left in sports.
I was hard on baby-boomers
earlier in this column but, in
actuality, they have a mythical sporting past that they can
rely on when their teams betray
them.
Unfortunately for me, I missed
that era. When I enter my twilight, I won’t have players or
owners that I remember as honest.

Illustration: Barbara Shain
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On Feb. 8-9 the
Cougars mens
basketball teams
played host
to the University of
Victoria
Vikings.

Photo: Pam Di Pinto

The Cougars
would go to
split the series
with
their island rivals.

Photo: Pam DI Pinto

MRU, U of C split
Crowchild Classic
Cougars show heart in
victory and defeat
Bobby Jones
Staff Writer

The Scotiabank Saddledome
was electric on Feb. 7 when the
Crowchild Classic hit the ice, and
was major success setting a new
CIS record of over 4,000 spectators.
The University of Calgary women Dinos and the Mount Royal
University women Cougars were
the first to take the stage, and the
gravity of this game was already
obvious when the Calgary Flames
announcer introduced the duelling squads.
This competition between fans
was enhanced throughout the
game with varying events like
trivia and malt-ice-cream eating
contests, engaging the spectators
in friendly competitive environment.

Women’s game

The first five minutes saw five
shots and a lot of back-and-forth
play, with the Dinos quickly gaining the early edge. The Cougars
took an early penalty that the
Dinos tried to capitalize on by get-

ting two big shots on net.
The Cougs’ did manage a big
shorthanded chance and also had
a big block in their own zone.
The Dinos then found their
rhythm and showed why they
are the top team in the country,
completely out-shooting MRU
by the 12-minute mark. Hayley
Wickenheiser looked strong and
Mount Royal’s first power play resulted in no shots.
By the five-minute mark,
the shots were 11-3 Dinos, but
Michelle Ziegler of the Cougars
managed to sneak a shot past the
Dinos’ keeper anyway, to take the
first lead of the game.
The Cougars took that lead into
the second period, but it only took
56 seconds for the Dinos to tie it
up, bouncing back with a flurry
of shots and outshooting the
Cougars 17 -7.
Thanks to strong goaltending
and a kneeing penalty assessed
to the Dinos, the Cougars were
able to keep prolonged pressure
and Sarah Weninger banged in a
rebound, taking the lead 2-1.
However, the Dinos Russian star
Iya Gavrilova managed to tie the
score with 7:21 remaining in the

second, notching the score at two.
The Russian sniper then jumped
on a break-away and buried the
go-ahead goal and her second of
the night, 3-2 Dinos.
The Dinos came out strong in
the third period and managed to
hold the Cougars to only a few
shots. The Cougars couldn’t manage to keep prolonged pressure in
the Dinos’ zone, leading to two
more Dino goals by Wickenheiser
and Lovell. Final score: 5-2 Dinos.
A valiant effort for the Cougars
women’s team, as they were able
to keep pace with U of C for most
of the game. There were definitely
promising signs.

Men’s game

The ‘dome exploded with fans eager to see the men face-off. This
game depended on who would
be the better tender between the
pipes.
The game started fast with a
physical north-south style of play,
as the Cougars were able to keep
substantial pressure in the Dinos
zone and mustered some great
shots on the Dinos goalie.
Mayor Naheed Nenshi took one

of the first intermission breaks to
announce the winner of the overall Crowchild Classic minigames,
crowning the U of C as champs
of the inaugural year. This could
have perhaps waited until following the game, but it did not
dampen the spirits of the Cougars.
The Cougars took a hooking
penalty with 7:49 remaining in
the first period and the Dinos put
three shots onto the Dinos net
minder, which were all turned
away. With lots of hits and some
solid scoring chances, the first
was only a preview of what was
to come.
The Dinos started the second on
the power play, and went up 11-6
in shots. Thanks to some stellar
goaltending, the Cougars held off
the Dinos. The bodies were flying,
to the crowds delight, and with
17:40 left, coinciding penalties
were handed out.
Only a minute later, the Dinos
scored and went up 1-0.
What seemed like seconds later,
the Cougars rang one off the post.
The teams then exchanged powerplay opportunities that didn’t
translate into any goals.
The Dinos got one more power

play opportunity but the Dinos
goalie kept shutting the door.
With just 48 seconds left, Eric
Galbraith of the Cougars buried a
wrister to tie it up 1-1.
The 15th save for the Dinos
goalie was unbelievable, but was
not enough as at 16:08 in the
third, Devin Gannon scored to put
the Cougars up 2-1.
The game was really starting to
heat up and the Cougars looked
like the stronger team in that period.
The U of C went on the power
play, but again were turned away
by strong defence and stellar goaltending.
With seven minutes left,
Brenden Turnbull of the Cougars
laid a massive hit and set the tone
for the rest of the game. The last
five minutes turned into desperation mode for the Dinos. The
Cougars eventually potted an
empty netter to seal the victory.
This was a great game to watch
and to be a part of. You could feel
the energy that the fans gave to
their players.
What a night of hockey. The
stage is set for years to come of
this cross-town rivalry.

